Product Spotlight

The Benefits of Oxygenated Water
Supercharging Water

with oxygen gets the absolute most out of each drop, making the most efficient use of available resources.

Adding Oxygen

to water is like filling up a balloon with air. It makes the water droplets expand so they come out of
the shower heads larger and wider, covering more of you when you shower.

The Mixture

of oxygen and water that occurs in an Oxygenics shower head creates an effect like a jet engine,
blasting away dirt and odor with incredible strength.

SKIN CARE
ADJUSTABLE SHOWER HEAD
2.0 GPM

#87017
Great for:
• Hospitals
• Schools
• Multi-Family Housing
• Locker Rooms

POWER SPA
SHOWER HEAD - 2.5 GPM
THREE SETTINGS

#87120
Great for:
• Hotels
• Clubs
• Retro-Fit Replacement
• Upscale or Upgrading

POWER MASSAGE
HAND SHOWER - 1.75 GPM
FIVE SETTINGS

#87143
Great for:
• Hospitals
• Nursing Homes
• Retro-Fit Replacement

POWER SELECT
SHOWER HEAD - 2.5 GPM
SEVEN SETTINGS

#87122
Great for:
• High End
• Upscale
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Product Spotlight

shower heads
New Technology Delivers Power AND Efficiency!
These new shower heads from Oxygenics bring you great water pressure while
saving water at the same time. You've never seen anything like this! A must try!

+

The Oxygenics Engine

Pressure Chamber

It's what drives these shower heads.
Originally developed in 1981, it has
been perfected over three decades
to make the most of available water
resources and give you a powerful,
water saving shower experience at
any pressure.

Water is introduced into a pressure
chamber that works like a mini-turbine
jet, increasing water velocity.

+

Air Vacuum
Water passes through an air
vacuum at high speed, infusing
oxygen into each drop.

+

Spray
The pressurized combination of water
and oxygen is released through an
expanding nozzle, widening coverage
and greatly increasing water power.
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